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Bringing Science
to the Adirondacks

By Dr. William F. Porter

For nearly 20 years, our tag line has been “Understanding the
Adirondack ecosystem through research.”As we move into a new era of
expanding programs, we have thought a lot about a new phrase.
“Bringing science to the Adirondacks” captures our mission in a simple way that causes a moment’s contemplation about what lies beneath
it. What kind of science and from where?
The Adirondack Park is one of the world’s great experiments in land
use and sustainability. The success of this experiment relies on understanding the natural environment, the influence of human society on
this natural environment and, in turn, its influence on society. Indeed,
the success of the experiment demands that we find answers to questions of how we can promote a vibrant economy while at the same time
ensuring a healthy natural ecosystem.
Answering these questions is our mission at the Adirondack
Ecological Center. Our role is to bring the expertise of ESF faculty to

bear on the issues confronting the Adirondacks. As the nation’s largest
science program dedicated to the natural environment and sustainability,
and granting degrees from bachelor’s to Ph.D, ESF draws the bright students, accomplished faculty and research dollars to do top-tier research.
Our role is to bring that capability to the Adirondacks.
However, “Bringing science to the Adirondacks” means more that
doing the research that answers questions. It means answering those
questions in a way that makes sense to policy makers, business leaders
and school children. We are broadening our outreach and education
programs to do just that.
Good tag lines are concise and memorable. The really effective tag lines cause
people to ask questions. We are “Bringing
science to the Adirondacks.” Come and see
what we mean.

“We are broadening our outreach and education programs...”
Dr. William F. Porter,
Director of the Adirondack Ecological Center

Patch Selection Research
By Charlotte Demers

The successful combination of AEC research goals and forest properties management objectives has resulted in an exciting research project.
In 2000, 100 acres of northern hardwood forest on HWF was placed
under patch-selection management. A total of 15 acres was removed by
creating 38, 0.4-acre patch cuts spaced at regular intervals. These patches
had virtually all standing trees, including snags, removed from them. The
intent of this patch-selection management scheme is to regenerate a
new age class within the patch while concentrating the growth on the
best trees in the remaining stand through thinning.
The remaining stand was thinned to 90 ft2/acre basal area with the
better quality trees, including American beech, being reserved. The management plan calls for a 120-year rotation with15 additional acres clear
cut every 20 years, again in 0.4-acre patches. Prior to the commencement
of the initial cut, research was conducted on a variety of ecological
components including tree cavity availability, small mammal and salamander diversity and abundance and vernal pool distribution and use.
Post-cut and continuous ecological assessment will examine small mammal populations, salamander response to the patches, and the impact
of deer herbivory on the patches as well as on the remaining stand.
Why are we interested in patch selection research?

Harvest operations at Bureau Brothers Turn

For three important reasons:
n the multiple age-classes created will allow for a high degree of vertical structural diversity which will favor certain wildlife species
n it is applicable to Adirondack industrial and private forests
n it will hopefully encourage regeneration of less shade-tolerant species such as yellow birch, white ash, and black cherry

News & Notes
Flying the Adirondack White-tailed Deer on Instruments
Dr. Bernard C. Patten, University of Georgia, Athens

Computers are changing the world and that includes the world of
exploited species management. Under what is called the MSY paradigm
(maximum sustained yield), which came to prominence in the last half
of the last century, mismanaged fish and wildlife populations often either
explode or crash and burn. The white-tailed deer is now over-populated
in Eastern United States, and the Newfoundland cod fishery has been
closed more than a decade so stocks can recover from over-fishing.
Now, computer-based technology is beginning to enter the wildlife
scene. One can compare ecosystem-based wildlife management to
instrument flight of aircraft. Airplanes cannot be controlled without
visual ground reference, or if this is impossible, to a cluster of flight
instruments. Instrument pilots are trained to develop a rhythmic scan
of the cluster to monitor and correct flight path and altitude. The
untrained tendency is to fixate on a single gauge. Then the aircraft
deviates from its desired altitude and trajectory, and control may be lost.
Fixation is like single-factor management wherein variables like habitat quality, recruitment, predator control, or harvest rates are singled
out for adjustment without considering the others.

Ungulate populations are no less complex than aircraft in flight. To
be managed effectively they must be guided in these movements through
time and space with the monitoring and control instruments nature has
provided.
In a research program at Huntington Forest, the late Richard W. Sage,
Jr. and graduate student Paulette A. Salmon constructed computer
models under my direction of the white-tailed deer that can be “flown”
like an aircraft. In simulated control experiments the same principle
seen in instrument flight proves out — multiple controls are better than
one. Fixation on single parameters leads to population explosion or
collapse. Holistic management is needed, which requires a suite of monitoring and control parameters analogous to those in instrument flight.
Traditional management systems that do not embrace holistic
perspectives have to be, and will be, replaced by new computerized
methodology as the natural resource fields slowly learn from the technological fields that preceded them in development, and already
discovered the relevant principles. The white-tailed deer and other
living resources have to be “flown on instruments,” and later in this
News & Notes is continued on page 6
century, the hope is they will be.

Mercury Rising?
Atmospheric Deposition,
Transport, Transformations
and Bioavailability of Mercury
across a Northern Forest Landscape
Bushey and crew seeking to clarify the atmospheric, geochemical, and biological mechanisms regulating mercury concentrations in soft-water lakes of the northeastern U.S.

By Joseph Bushey

Mercury (Hg) is a toxic trace metal that has been linked to human
illness and degradation of ecosystems. Atmospheric emissions have
caused widespread contamination of mercury in aquatic environments
and dangerously high concentrations in biota. However, the linkage
between atmospheric deposition and contamination of aquatic biota is
not well established. Additional research is necessary to determine the
ultimate effect of mercury reductions on remote ecosystems, particularly concentrations in aquatic biota.
The forest canopy appears to strongly mediate the magnitude and
pathways of mercury deposition to forest ecosystems. The immobilization and transport of mercury in forests has been closely coupled with
organic carbon dynamics. Yet, little is known about the residence time
and ultimate fate of mercury in terrestrial environments or how terrestrial mercury pools will respond to changes in atmospheric deposition.
Microbiological transformation (primarily methylation/demethylation) affects mercury accumulation in aquatic biota, including
interconnections with major element cycles (e.g., sulfur, carbon) and
redox conditions that complicate the development of predictive relationships for Hg in living organisms. Thus, a quantitative understanding
of the inputs and pathways of atmospheric mercury deposition, the factors regulating the transport and transformations of atmospherically
derived mercury as it cycles through the terrestrial environment and
the bioavailability of mercury in downstream aquatic ecosystems are critical research needs.
The overarching hypothesis for the mercury research being
conducted with the Arbutus Lake watershed is that processes within the
forest canopy amplify atmospheric inputs of mercury to northern

ecosystems. Following deposition, the transport and transformations
of mercury, and ultimately the supply of methyl mercury (MeHg) to
aquatic organisms, is controlled by the pathway of deposition, soil retention, redox-sensitive microbial transformations and landscape characteristics (e.g., vegetation, wetlands, surface waters).
The overall objective of this study is to clarify the atmospheric,
geo-chemical, and biological mechanisms regulating mercury concentrations in soft-water lakes of the northeastern U.S. including:
n
n

pathways of mercury deposition to the forest floor and the fate
of this mercury,
the interactions of mercury with organic matter in soil and soil
waters, and methyl mercury production (and degradation) under
a range of redox conditions.

The research is being conducted with integrated field and laboratory
studies. With respect to the Arbutus watershed, precipitation and
throughfall are being collected to quantify atmospheric inputs. The
interaction and fate of this atmospheric mercury in plants is being monitored through plant tissue and litterfall collection, centered upon two
upland soil plots. Soil samples and soil water have also been collected
from the upland soil plots. The effect of landscape characteristics is being
investigated via stream water and piezometer sampling within the
Archer Creek wetland system. Data obtained within the Arbutus watershed will be extrapolated regionally via modeling to predict the effect
of mercury deposition within similar watersheds of the Adirondacks.
Principal Investigators: Charles Driscoll (Syracuse University),
Thomas Holsen (Clarkson University), Stefan Grimberg (Clarkson University)

Amphibians and Vernal Pools in the Adirondacks
By Nancy Karraker, Ph.D. candidate

As I write this, the lakes and ponds of the Adirondacks are still under
feet of snow. Most of us have not yet planned all the activities —canoeing, fishing, birdwatching, swimming, or blueberry picking —we will
enjoy on or around those wetlands this summer. Yet, the wetlands are
being altered right now, and while it may not be obvious to us in the
summer, what is happening this winter and in future winters may affect
the longer-term ecological integrity of these important landscape features.
With each storm, state, county, and town highway departments are
plowing and de-icing our roads, making them safer for us. While these
functions are essential, the de-icing salt being applied to roads is making its way into adjacent wetlands, elevating salinity levels, and detrimentally affecting aquatic organisms.
Since the 1990s, the New York State Department of Transportation
has adhered to a bare-pavement policy, wherein large quantities of road
salt are applied to keep roads ice-free, and this policy filters down to
county and town highway departments.

I sought to examine how road salt might be affecting vernal pools
and the amphibians that inhabit them. Vernal pools are small ponds that
occur in the forests of the Northeast and appear with spring snow melt,
dry toward the end of summer, and fill again with fall rains and winter snows. They are the primary breeding sites for wood frogs and spotted salamanders, two species that migrate to ponds to breed in the spring
and spend the remainder of the year in the forest. My objectives were
to compare water quality and amphibian reproduction in roadside and
forest pools and investigate how different levels of salinity affect the
embryos and larvae of wood frogs and spotted salamanders.
I conducted this study at Huntington Wildlife Forest and adjacent
Finch-Pruyn timberlands in 2002-2004, focusing on the area around
Highway 28N. To understand how road salt was affecting water quality,
from May to August each year, I collected data monthly on water quality variables, such as conductivity, salinity, pH, temperature, and dissolved oxygen, in 37 roadside and 14 forest pools. A roadside pool was
classified as a vernal pool that occurred within 200 meters (m) of the
highway. A forest pool was located at least 1 kilometer from the highway.
I found that mean conductivity was 22 _S (micro-Siemens) (range: 12
– 45 _S) in forest pools compared with 444 _S (range 12 –2737 _S) in
roadside pools, or that conductivity was 200 times greater in roadside
pools than in forest pools. I also learned that saline solution running
off from roads was traveling a great distance into the adjacent forest.
At one pool, located 172 m from the edge of
the highway, conductivity was 136 _S or six
times above forest levels.

Approximately 16.6 tons of road salt are applied per mile in each
lane on New York highways each year. A two-lane road receives about
33 tons of salt per year. As snow and ice melt, salt applied to roads
runs off as a saline solution into adjacent soils and wetlands. The distance this solution is carried depends upon the local topography but
can travel as runoff up to 150 meters from the pavement’s edge. This
solution harbors not only sodium chloride,
but also sodium ferrocyanide, an added
anti-caking agent, heavy metals, and sometimes sand. Little research has been conducted to understand how road salt affects
the organisms that inhabit Adirondack wetlands. In one study, Charlotte Demers at the
AEC found that road salt reduced the diversity of aquatic invertebrates in Adirondack
streams, and this potentially has effects on
other organisms in those streams.
Road salt was found to be among the factors responsible for

reduced reproduction of spotted salamanders in roadside pools

I evaluated the impact that road salt
might be having on reproductive efforts by
wood frogs and spotted salamanders in
roadside and forest pools. In May 2003 and
2004, I conducted surveys for egg masses of
both species at the end of their brief
breeding period. I compared the density of

egg masses for each species in roadside and forest pools and determined
that there were three times more wood frog egg masses in forest than
roadside pools and two times more spotted salamander egg masses. With
statistical analyses I found that for wood frogs there was an effect of
the road, possibly due to mortality on roads or edge effects, but not the
road salt on reproduction.For spotted salamanders both other road effects
and road salt were responsible for reduced reproduction in roadside
pools.
Finally, I examined how road salt might affect survival of wood frogs
and spotted salamanders in field experiments. I exposed eggs and
larvae of both species to road salt at three different treatment levels.
I found that survival of embryos and larvae of both species decreased
with increasing salinity. In addition to the direct mortality, we saw an
increase in the number of deformities with increasing salinity.
The results of my research clearly show that road salt is affecting water
quality in vernal pools, affecting the reproduction of spotted salamanders, and reducing survival of embryonic and larval wood frogs and
spotted salamanders. While safety is an important concern in regions

Award of
$3 Million
in Research

such as the Adirondacks where snow and ice can be a problem on
highways, we should consider alternatives to road salt or modify our
approach to its application.
Materials are being tested on a bridge in Lincoln, Neb. that have
conductive properties that permit quicker melting of ice on roads,
potentially reducing salt needs on roads. In the Champlain Valley of
Vermont, less road salt is used in some areas to protect agricultural fields.
In the Croton Watershed, the source of drinking water for New York
City, efforts are being made to curb the use of road salt to protect the
water supply.
As a citizen, you can take the following steps to make a difference:
n

use more shovel and less salt in front of your house

n

encourage your place of work to reduce salt use

n

lobby within your local communities to consider alternatives to road salt near public drinking water supplies
and ecologically important wetlands.

AEC eclipsed the $3 million threshold in research grants this year. The awards
support research ranging from Geographic Information System (GIS) analysis for regional planning, to studies of uneven-aged silviculture on
wildlife, to development of bio-regional policy, to investigations of
mercury in the Adirondack ecosystem.
These studies address key issues facing the Adirondacks.
New awards for studies of wildlife, silviculture, and deposition of atmospheric pollutants continue some of
the longest-running studies in North America and,
as a result, provide valuable insight to the ecosystem processes that shape the Adirondacks. Awards
for regional planning are extending our knowledge
throughout the Adirondack Park and the northern forest.

News & Notes

continued

A Mysterious and Short-lived Enterprise on Huntington Forest
By Ray Masters

In 1894, before Archer Huntington purchased the land around
Arbutus Lake, there was an assortment of wealthy sportsmen mainly
from New York City who incorporated an organization called the
Caughnawauga Club. The club’s holdings encompassed what today is
the northern half of Huntington Forest including Catlin Lake where there
were individual cabins, including a caretaker’s cottage, a horse stable,
an ice house, a guide’s cabin, and a main clubhouse and dining room.
Among the members were Archer Huntington and his first wife,
Helen, as well as John Myers (a founder of Bristol-Myers Company),
Robert Pruyn, (prominent Albany banker, who later developed the
Santanoni great camp), and William VerPlanck and Alfred White,
founding members of the Association for the Protection of the
Adirondacks, one of the oldest advocacy groups in the state.
Little was known about the club until my curiosity began to grow
over leftover ruins on the west shore of Catlin Lake in the forest designated as a Natural Area. Through the efforts of Winthrop Aldrich of the
NYS Department of Environmental Conservation, who was researching the history of the Santanoni Preserve at the time, and archives at
Syracuse University and ESF, a picture of camp life began to emerge.
The members apparently wanted to keep the camp secluded, so there
were only rough horse trails leading to a boat landing where a row of
about a mile and a half up Catlin Lake had to be navigated to gain access
to the main clubhouse. From there and the other side of the lake, trails
radiated out to other lakes, mountains, and streams. In summer, families and single ladies and gentlemen could use Adirondack guide
boats to find swimming beaches and picnic spots or they could hike
trails to other lakes. At night guests would gather around the fireplace

in the main clubhouse and
play games. In hot weather,
mint juleps were served,
but as fall approached and
the weather grew crisper,
hot toddies were the order
of the day. By September,
hunters arrived and families and single ladies drifted
home. Several guides were
in residence, and helped the
various parties secure their
game, whether partridge,
deer or bear.
For an unknown reason,
The guide’s cabin is one of the two remaining
the club disbanded in 1911, buildings of the Caughnawauga Club.
and Archer Huntington
purchased all the club’s holdings. Mr. Huntington retained the services of the club’s caretaker who watched over the property from his cabin
on Catlin Lake until the tract was donated to the college in 1932. At that
time the first employee of the Huntington Forest, forester Oscar Oja,
occupied this remote cabin with his wife and young son for three years.
The cabin was subsequently torn down, and with many of the club’s
buildings having been burned previously, not much remained. Two cabins were spared however, and are in fair condition today, bearing mute
testimony to the former grandeur of an Adirondack great camp whose
history is still unfolding.

Staff Transitions at AEC

Arbutus Area Renovation Update

It is with sadness that we announce the departure of Jennifer
Gagnon. Jennifer joined us last year as our conservation ecologist and
GIS analyst to workwith NYS DEC and our other partners in Unit
Management Planning for the Forest Preserve. Jennifer is getting married this summer to Dr. Sean Donlan and moving to Limerick, Ireland,
where Sean teaches law at the University. Congratulations Jennifer
and Sean, and remember that “Níl gach uile fhánaí caillte”
(“Not all who wander are lost”).

In the intervening months since our fall issue first made public
plans to renovate the Arbutus area, we have raised almost half of the
$275,000 needed to complete the overhaul of Arbutus and Huntington
lodges. This first phase of the three-phase project, which culminates in
the creation of a new physical plant facility and the conversion of the
Stone Garage into a distance-learning and conference center, will begin
this fall with extensive work remodeling and restoration to Huntington
Lodge.n
For more information about gifts to Arbutus Great Camp contact:
Brenda Greenfield
ESF Developement Office
1 Forestry Drive
Syracuse, NY 13210
Phone: 315-470-6591
Email: bgreefield@esf.edu

Steve Signell will take over the collaborative GIS/land planning
project as a new member of the staff. Steve recently completed an MS
in forest resources at Penn State. ESF graduate student Susan Walker
also joins the staff this summer. Her responsibilities include supervision of a group of undergraduate student interns who are doing
independent research projects.

Anna Huntington

RECOLLECTIONS

& REMEMBRANCES

A Visit with

By Earl F. Patric

In the winter of 1962-63 the decision was finally made at the
college to visit the famous benefactor and sculptress Anna Huntington
at her home in Bethel, Conn. This decision had not been made easily
or lightly. I was the resident director of the Huntington Wildlife Forest
and I was pressing hard for improved office and laboratory facilities at
the forest. Dean Hardy Shirley recognized and acknowledged this need.
However, funds were not available for this purpose and Dean Shirley
felt that it might be desirable to reestablish contact with Anna
Huntington. At this time Archer
Huntington had been deceased for
eight years and Anna was in
advanced years living in the
Huntington’s favorite 1,000-acre
“farm” in Bethel, which they called
“Stannerig Farm.” Ralph “Terry”
King was the Chairman of the
Department of Forest Zoology.
Terry was completely opposed to
the entire idea. He felt that earlier
restrictions on communications
with the Huntingtons ordered by
Dean Samuel Spring had ruined
the formerly close ties with the
family and he wanted no part of
such a visit.

Dean Shirley’s office arranged for an early May 1963 visit. The
team met at a motel in Albany the night before and motored to Bethel
the next morning.
I shall never forget the ensuing experience. We entered Stannerig
Farm on a long driveway with a circular turnaround. In the middle of
the turnaround there was a large and most unusual gazebo. Further
along was more driveway, a parking area and the low, formidable and
looming Huntington residence.
The mansion seemed more like
a low ruins than a house, but we
were all accustomed to the notion
that the Huntingtons often chose
unusual architecture. Off to the
right there was a more conventional two-story barn-like building, which we soon learned was
Anna Huntington’s studio for
sculpture. We parked the modest state car and rang the
Huntington doorbell. An answering maid indicated that we were
expected and showed us into a
sitting room with a long staircase
to an upper level.

After a moderate wait, Mrs.
Anna Huntington came down the
Dean Shirley became quite
staircase to greet us. I had many
enthusiastic about re-establishing
imagined thoughts about her
contact with our Huntington
appearance. However, I was not
Forest donor and insisted that
entirely prepared for the immeTerry King participate because
diate reality of her aged and lined
Terry had an effective and fruitful
face; and her remarkably active
relationship with the couple in the
and youthful body. She seemed
late ‘30s and early ‘40s. Terry finally
A painting of Anna Huntington at work
graceful and almost athletic,
agreed to be involved in the visit
without the slightest hint of
but only if Dean Shirley agreed that, at least on the initial visit, no
diminished vigor. Anna quickly recognized Terry King and expressed
financial support would be requested. Terry was adamant on this point.
pleasure at his presence. She led us into a living room noting as we proNext came the question of the composition of the visiting party. Dean ceeded a portrait of Archer Huntington by a prominent portraitist.
Shirley wanted the group to be a small one, but there were numerous In this room there were several television sets and two large ones were
administrators and faculty members who felt that they should be stacked one above the other.
included in this endeavor. After much discussion and even a little shoutShe gave us copies of biographies titled,“Archer Milton Huntington.”
ing, it was agreed that the visiting team would be Shirley, King and Patric.
I asked for two so that I could leave one at the forest in Newcomb, but
– continued

Anna Huntington – continued

I regret that I failed to have them signed. There was a bird feeder of
very large dimensions immediately outside a large window and Anna
Huntington described the numerous bird species that
frequented her immense feeder. We were seated in this room, and as
I remember refused offers of refreshments.
Dean Shirley began the communication. Hardy was not eloquent,
garrulous, talkative or even particularly communicative. After
expressing our collective appreciation for the Huntington gift, Hardy
passed the baton to Terry King. Terry described several elements of
progress on the forest. He recalled pleasant memories of interaction
with Archer and expressed sympathy for his passing. It was very obvious
to me that he was most uncomfortable with the whole affair.
I had assembled a series of publications and reports, which I
thought might be interesting to Anna Huntington. I also had a highly
portable device for showing 35 mm colored slides. Anna was
extremely interested in the materials and kept asking to go back to
previous slides. I don’t think she was too impressed by my slide of the
Huntington Lodge, but she did not criticize. She was quite pleased
with the appearance of the Arbutus Lodge and the Stone Garage,
which she referred to as the “carriage house.” She liked all the photos
relating to scenery and animals. I showed a picture of our roadside
entrance sign, and she was especially pleased that we used the correct
terminology for the property (The Archer and Anna Huntington
Wildlife Forest Station) as specified in one of the covenants of
the deed of gift. While she liked the scenes from Goodnow Mt.,
she seemed to have no knowledge of the cabins or commissioned artwork from that mountain. Anna referred to the
entire property, which we now call the Huntington Wildlife
Forest simply as “Arbutus.”
At length, Anna Huntington gave us a tour of her
studio. At this time she was 87 years old, but knowledgeable art critics and historians reckon the
early 1960s as one of her most prolific
periods. By this time, all of her sculpture was one-third to one-fifth scale.She
personally built the wooden frames for
her clay models and then fashioned
the clay first by hand over the frames
and then with finishing tools. The
finished clay models were sent off to
New York City for firing, a process

that stabilized the clay. She explained that machinery produced the
final full-scale molds for mostly bronze sculptures. She normally stipulated that the molds be destroyed following the casting of the desired
number of sculptural pieces.
At the time of our visit she was concentrating on two works: “The
Young Andrew Jackson” was near completion and “The Little
Revolutionary War Girl” was less far along. This latter piece was
commissioned by the Daughters of the American Revolution and
memorialized a young woman from western Connecticut who performed a service akin to Paul Revere’s in Boston. Anna had researched
this subject in great depth and exhibited a huge commitment to
perpetuate her memory.
Before we departed, I could not refrain from asking about the interesting gazebo in the Huntington entrance. It seems that the Huntingtons
were traveling in Italy (either Venice or Milan, I can’t remember which)
and Archer spotted a cupola on one of the buildings. He liked it, wanted
it, bought it; and had it removed and shipped to Bethel. Anna did not
seem to regard this as particularly novel or unusual.
The Huntington house on Stannerig Farm burned to the ground
shortly after Anna Huntington’s death. Her studio has become a horse
barn but you can still go into the loft and see fragments of her sculptural art. The farm acreage has become the Collis P. Huntington State
Park, memorializing Archer’s father. The gazebo still stands at
what was the original entrance to the Huntington residence.
The park entrance is bracketed by two beautiful Anna
Huntington sculptures: on one side a group of wolves, on
the other a group of bears.
We never did request any further financial support for
the Huntington Forest. Anna Huntington was a worldclass sculptress. Many examples of her art may be seen
at Brookgreen Gardens in Murrel’s Inlet, S.C. Her
“Diana of the Hunt” may be seen on the Syracuse
University campus and “The Young Abraham
Lincoln” is displayed on the ESF campus. There
are numerous smaller examples of her art
held in SU’s archives. We of the SUNY
College of Environmental Science and
Forestry are eternally grateful for the
Huntingtons’ generosity.

This sculpture by Anna V.H. Huntington can be seen
behind Bray Hall on ESF’s Syracuse campus

